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Abstract
NLP models trained on text have been shown001
to reproduce human stereotypes, which can002
magnify harms to marginalized groups when003
systems are deployed at scale. We adapt the004
Agency-Belief-Communion (ABC) stereotype005
model of Koch et al. (2016) from social psy-006
chology as a framework for the systematic007
study and discovery of stereotypic group-trait008
associations in language models (LMs). We009
introduce the sensitivity test (SeT) for measur-010
ing stereotypical associations from language011
models. To evaluate SeT and other measures012
using the ABC model, we collect group-trait013
judgments from U.S.-based subjects to com-014
pare with English LM stereotypes. Finally, we015
extend this framework to measure LM stereo-016
typing of intersectional identities.017

1 Introduction018

Stereotypes are abstract and over-generalized pic-019

tures in people’s minds that capture attributes020

about groups of people in the complex social021

world (Lippmann, 1965). They influence peo-022

ple’s thoughts and behaviors, and allow people023

to make predictions beyond their personal expe-024

rience or information given (Bruner et al., 1957;025

Wheeler and Petty, 2001). Stereotypes are also026

entwined with the production of prejudice, discrim-027

ination, and in-group favoritism (Stangor, 2014;028

Jackson, 2011). A long line of research in social029

psychology has established models of generic di-030

mensions that estimate people’s stereotypes of so-031

cial groups (Koch et al., 2016; Fiske et al., 2002,032

i.a.). We build on the Agency Beliefs Commu-033

nion (ABC) model, which measures stereotypes034

toward a social group with respect to 16 traits035

in three dimensions: Agency/Socioeconomic Suc-036

cess, Conservative–Progressive Beliefs, and Com-037

munion (§2); an analysis of the group “man” across038

32 traits (16 opposing dyads) is shown in Figure 1.039

Pre-trained language models (LMs) encode cor-040

relations between social groups and traits, like041

Figure 1: Crowdsourced analysis of the social group
“man” under the ABC model (Koch et al., 2016). Colors:
purple=agency, red=belief, green=communion.

associating the group “Muslim” with the trait 042

threatening, or “man” with confident (e.g., Ben- 043

der et al., 2021; Nozza et al., 2021; Hovy and Yang, 044

2021). We conduct a systematic study of social 045

stereotypes in contextualized English masked LMs, 046

grounded in group-trait associations from the ABC 047

model. To capture the group-trait associations in 048

the LM, we first assess two previously proposed 049

word association tests and also propose a new mea- 050

surement: the sensitivity test (SeT) (§3). 051

To evaluate the degree to which two LMs— 052

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu 053

et al., 2019)—align with human stereotype judg- 054

ments, we design a human study for collecting 055

group-trait judgments (§4). We show that our mea- 056

sure, SeT, best aligns with human judgements on 057

group-trait associations and find that, in general, 058

the association from language models have moder- 059

ate alignment with human judgements. 060

Finally, with the best-aligned association mea- 061

surement, we extend the ABC approach to study 062

LM stereotypes on intersectional groups (§ 5.2). 063

Due largely to the difficulty of extending current ap- 064

proaches for measuring stereotypes in LMs to large 065

numbers of groups, most current approaches only 066
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powerless ↔ powerful
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C
om

m
un
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n untrustworthy ↔ trustworthy

low status ↔ high status religious ↔ science-oriented dishonest ↔ sincere
dominated ↔ dominating conventional ↔ alternative cold ↔ warm

poor ↔ wealthy conservative ↔ liberal benevolent ↔ threatening
unconfident ↔ confident traditional ↔ modern repellent ↔ likable
unassertive ↔ competitive egotistic ↔ altruistic

Table 1: List of stereotype dimensions and corresponding traits in the ABC model (Koch et al., 2016).

study isolated groups, despite the fact that people’s067

social identities are multifaceted (Ghavami and Pe-068

plau, 2013). Because our approach is generalizable069

to unstudied groups, we take a step towards explor-070

ing stereotypes of intersectional identities, finding071

some correspondence between model behavior and072

the literature on intersectional stereotypes.073

2 Background and Related Work074

People’s impressions of the world and the actions075

they take are guided by their stereotypes. To076

systematize this observation, the field of social077

psychology has proposed models of stereotypes,078

including traits that can coordinate social behaviors079

to serve as fundamental dimensions of stereotyping.080

Some models are designed to focus on social081

evaluation towards individual persons (Abele082

and Wojciszke, 2014), ingroup members (Elle-083

mers, 2017; Yzerbyt, 2018), or a small set of084

outgroups (Fiske et al., 2002); the Agency Beliefs085

Communion (ABC) model—whose traits are de-086

signed to distinguish groups—is suited for a larger087

set of U.S. social groups (Abele et al., 2020). The088

ABC model takes a data-driven strategy to select089

a set of traits by eliminating those that are less090

effective in capturing stereotypes. The list contains091

16 pairs, where each pair represents two polarities092

(see Table 1), categorized into three dimensions:093

agency/socioeconomic success, conservative-094

progressive beliefs, and communion/warmth.095

Ours is far from the first work to assess stereo-096

types in language models, and has both advan-097

tages and disadvantages compared to previous ap-098

proaches (see Table 2). Past work has gener-099

ally taken one of two approaches. The first ap-100

proach tests systems with hand-constructed tem-101

plates like “The [group] is □”, where [group]102

ranges over social groups (e.g., “woman” or “His-103

panic”), and □ represents a “masked word” and104

ranges over occupations (“a professor” or “a105

nurse”) (e.g., Bolukbasi et al., 2016) or associa-106

tions drawn from implicit association tests (IAT)107

(e.g., pleasant/unpleasant words or career/family-108

related words) (e.g., Caliskan et al., 2017; Guo109

Measurement G
en

er
al

iz
es

G
ro

un
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d
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N
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ec
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ci

ty

Debiasing (Bolukbasi et al.) ✓ ✓
CrowS-Pairs (Nangia et al.) ✓ ✓ ✓
Stereoset (Nadeem et al.) ✓ ✓ ✓
S. Bias Frames (Sap et al.) ✓ ✓✓ ✓
CEAT (Guo and Caliskan) ✓ ✓ ✓✓

This Work ✓ ✓ ✓✓

Table 2: Comparison with previous work: Generalizes
denotes approaches that naturally extend to previously
unconsidered groups; Grounded approaches are those
that are grounded in social science theory; Exhaustive-
ness refers to how well the traits cover the space of
possible stereotypes; Naturalness is the degree to which
the text input to the LM is natural (we consider naturally
occurring web scraped data as “very natural” and crowd-
sourced sentences as “somewhat natural.”). Specificity
indicates whether the stereotype is specific or abstract.

and Caliskan, 2021). In Table 2 we refer to these 110

as “unnatural” prompts. The second approach col- 111

lects more natural sentences containing stereotypes, 112

either by web crawling with crowdworkers anno- 113

tations for social bias (Sap et al., 2019) or by hav- 114

ing crowdworkers directly write stereotyping sen- 115

tences (Nangia et al., 2020; Nadeem et al., 2020). 116

In our work, we take the first approach with traits 117

from the ABC model, using prompts. The advan- 118

tage of this approach is that the templates and the 119

traits are completely controlled and are easy to ex- 120

tend to other social groups. The second approach 121

is harder to control, which also leads to significant 122

annotation challenges (Blodgett et al., 2021). Us- 123

ing natural sentences limits generalizability, as it 124

requires a unique collection of prompts (and em- 125

bedded traits) for each social group; in contrast, the 126

prompt-based approach easily generalizes to any 127

plausible group, especially when based on a theo- 128

retically grounded framework like ABC or IAT. 129

An advantage of our work is that the ABC traits 130

are more exhaustive in stereotype coverage with 131

verification from social psychological experiments. 132

The ABC model covers three dimensions with 16 133

traits, which are consensual, spontaneous, and have 134
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Domain Groups

Gender/
sexuality

man, woman, non-binary, trans, cis, gay,
lesbian

Race/
ethnicity

Black, White, Hispanic, Asian,
Native American

Religion
Jewish, Muslim, Christian, Buddhist,
Mormon, Catholic, Amish, Protestant,
Atheist, Hindu

Socio-
economic

wealthy, working class, immigrant, veteran,
unemployed, refugee, doctor, mechanic

Age teenager, elderly
Disability
status

blind, autistic, neurodivergent, Deaf,
person with a disability

Politics Democrat, Republican

Nationality
Mexican, Chinese, Russian, Indian, Irish,
Cuban, Italian, Japanese, German, French,
British, Jamaican, American, Filipino

Table 3: Social groups domains and corresponding so-
cial groups used for the model experiments and human
experiments. Single groups for human experiments are
highlighted with italic font style.

been tested using expansive range of social groups135

(Koch et al., 2021). They used a carefully designed136

data-driven approach to gather people’s fundamen-137

tal dimensions of social perceptions with as little138

sampling bias as possible. Thus the resulted 16139

traits cover most stereotypes.140

Nevertheless, the main trade-off of our approach141

is that the testing data are not as natural and specific142

as other approaches. Although we carefully pick143

and adjust the templates and the form of the social144

group terms so that the testing sentences are gram-145

matically correct, they are likely not representative146

of sentences seen in the real world or in the training147

data of the language models. Further, while our ap-148

proach has the benefit of near-exhaustive coverage149

of potential stereotypes, this comes at a cost: the150

traits we consider are much more high level (e.g.,151

“repellent”) than more fine-grained stereotypes col-152

lected by other means (e.g., the angry Black woman153

stereotype (Collins, 2002))—this approach there-154

fore trades coverage for specificity.155

3 Measuring Stereotypes in LMs156

Our goal is to measure stereotypes in (masked)157

LMs, and compare them to stereotypes elicited158

from people. In §4 we describe our approach for159

eliciting human judgments of group-trait affinities;160

here we describe how we measure these in LMs.161

Previous work has proposed various ways to mea-162

sure word associations in LMs, including increased163

log probability score (ILPS) and contextualized em-164

bedding association test (CEAT), both of which we165

summarize below. Finally, we present a new mea-166

surement which we call the Sensitivity Test (SeT),167

which adapts concepts from active learning to the 168

task of measuring a LM’s associations. 169

3.1 Measurements of Word Associations 170

Increased Log Probability Score (ILPS) quanti- 171

fies word associations in language models through 172

masked word probabilities. It calculates the associ- 173

ation score with a pre-defined template, “[Group] 174

are □.” (Kurita et al., 2019), where □ is a masked 175

token. For example, given a group “Asian” and 176

an trait smart, P (“Asian′′, smart) measures the 177

probability of smart given “Asians” by filling in 178

the template. Since this probability is affected by 179

the prior probability of smart, ILPS normalizes 180

this probability by the “prior” probability of the 181

trait given a masked group, as below: 182

ILPS(g, t) = log
P (□ = t | g are □.)

P (□2 = t | □ 1 are □ 2.)
183

Intuitively, ILPS measures how much does each 184

group increases the likelihood of a trait to be filled 185

in the template. One can easily show that this 186

equivalent to weight of evidence of the trait in fa- 187

vor of the hypothesis that the group is the target: 188

s(g, t) = woe(g : t | template) (Wod, 1985). 189

Contextualized Embedding Association Test 190

(CEAT) estimates word associations with word 191

embedding distances (Guo and Caliskan, 2021) . 192

Intuitively, CEAT measures whether some groups 193

are closer to certain traits in a latent vector space. 194

Given two sets of target words defining groups 195

X,Y (e.g. Xmale = {“man”, “father”, ...}, 196

Yfemale = {“woman”, “mother”, ...}) and two sets 197

of polar traits A,B (e.g. Apleasant = { love, peace, 198

...}, Bpleasant = { evil, nasty, ... }), CEAT com- 199

putes the effect sizes of the difference between X 200

and Y being closer to A than B and corresponding 201

p-values. Since contextualized word representa- 202

tions are affected by the contexts around the word, 203

for each word in the four word sets, CEAT ran- 204

domly samples 1000 sentences from Reddit, in 205

which the word appears, and uses these to approxi- 206

mate the true effect size as below: 207

CEAT(A,B,X, Y ) =
Ê

g∼X
s(g,A,B)− Ê

g∼Y
s(g,A,B)

Ŝ
g∼X∪Y

s(g,A,B)
208

s(g, A,B) = Ê
t∼A

cos(⃗g, t⃗)− Ê
t∼B

cos(⃗g, t⃗) 209

Ê (resp. Ŝ) is the empirical expectation (resp. stan- 210

dard deviation), and x⃗ denotes the embedding of x. 211
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In our setting, since we care about social bias212

among multiple groups rather than the difference213

between two groups, we modify the CEAT to cal-214

culate the effect size of the distance difference be-215

tween g with A and B for each group as below:216

CEAT(g, A,B) =
Ê

t∼A
cos(⃗g, t⃗)− Ê

t∼B
cos(⃗g, t⃗)

Ŝ
t∼A∪B

cos(⃗g, t⃗)
217

Sensitivity Test (SeT) is a new approach we pro-218

pose to measure word association for social bias219

in language models, inspired by ideas from active220

learning (Beygelzimer et al., 2008). The intuition221

of SeT is that even though a model assign the same222

probability to two different words, the robustness223

of those two probabilities may be different. For ex-224

ample, both p(competent)|“Blind people are □.”)225

and p(kind)|“Men are □”) might be low. How-226

ever, the language model may well not have seen227

many examples with blind people, as opposed to228

the presumably very large number of examples of229

men. In this case, a small number of examples230

may be sufficient to chance the model’s prediction231

around blind people, while a large number would232

be required for men. SeT captures the model’s con-233

fidence in a prediction by measuring how much234

the model weights would have to change in order235

to change that prediction. Specifically, SeT com-236

putes the minimal change to the last-layer of the237

language model so that a given trait becomes the238

highest probability trait (from all vocabulary).239

For example, consider the template “The240

[group] is □.” and a group “woman” with an241

trait incompetent. Let ℓℓℓ be the logits at □ when242

the input is “The woman is □.”, let and t be243

the index of incompetent in ℓℓℓ (so that ℓt =244

p(incompetant | context)). Let h be the last hid-245

den layer before the logits, and let A be the matrix246

of the last linear layer so that ℓℓℓ = Ah. SeT com-247

putes the minimal distance between A and some248

other matrix A′ so that t is the top word in new249

logits ℓℓℓ′ = A′h. Formally:250

SeT(g, t) = log
∆(A,hg, t)

∆(A,h□, t)
251

where hg is the penultimate layer on input g252

A is the matrix before the logits253

∆(A,h, t) = min
A′

∥A′ − A∥22254

s.t. (A′h)t ≥ (A′h)t′ + γ, ∀t′ ̸= t255

for a fixed margin γ > 0, which we set to 1. SeT 256

returns the negative distance as measure of the asso- 257

ciation between the corresponding group and trait, 258

normalized by a prior akin to ILPS. This optimiza- 259

tion problem does not (to our knowledge) admit 260

a closed form solution; we solve it iteratively us- 261

ing the column squishing algorithm (Bittorf et al., 262

2012; Daumé and Kumar, 2017). 263

3.2 Implementation details 264

We test the above measurements on both BERT and 265

RoBERTa pretrained large models from an open- 266

source HuggingFace1 library. 267

Social groups. Table 3 lists all the individual so- 268

cial groups we cover in this work. We manually 269

construct the list by combining and picking groups 270

from the list of social groups from Sotnikova et al. 271

(2021) and Koch et al. (2016) and also adding so- 272

cial groups we think are stereotyped in U.S. culture. 273

Traits. We use the 32 adjectives of the 16 traits 274

from the ABC model (Table 1). For each traits, we 275

calculate the score of its left-side adjective from 276

its right-side adjective: Spowerless-powerful(g) = 277

S(g, powerful)−S(g, powerless), where S is one 278

of the scores from §3.1.2 279

Templates. ILPS and SeT both requires tem- 280

plates in calculating scores. We thus carefully con- 281

struct a list of templates (Table A6) that covers mul- 282

tiple grammatical and semantic variations, inspired 283

by work investigating harmful search automatic 284

suggestions (Hazen et al., 2020). We find that dif- 285

ferent model structure requires different templates 286

in order to bring up stereotypes that correlate with 287

human data. See §5 for evidence. 288

Subwords. Due to the nature of BERT and 289

RoBERTa’s tokenizers, some of the adjectives are 290

divided into multiple subwords. This is problem- 291

atic because all the measurements compute their 292

scores at token level. Neither ILPS nor CEAT deals 293

with subwords directly: in their released imple- 294

mentations, they either take the first or the last 295

sub-token of the word. To remedy this, we adjust 296

the ILPS measurement (denoted as ILPS⋆) to prop- 297

erly compute the probability of traits in context 298

1https://huggingface.co/models
2In preliminary experiments, when calculating the score

for each adjective, we considered including 1-3 additional
adjectives by averaging their scores to improve robustness and
mitigate ambiguity. The full list is in Appendix Table A5.
However, we found that this did not improve correlations, so
we reverted to using the 32 adjectives from the ABC model.
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using the chain rule across subwords. For SeT, we299

calculate the sensitivity score for each subword300

individually and take the maximum SeT score as301

the SeT score for the word, which effectively com-302

putes a lower-bound on how much the model pa-303

rameters would need to change. We did not modify304

CEAT’s measurement as it is not clear what is the305

best way to compute comparable word embeddings306

for words that consist of multiple subwords.307

4 Human Study308

In the previous section, we describe how we com-309

pute associations between groups and traits in lan-310

guage models.3 In this section, we assess stereo-311

types of social groups through groups-trait asso-312

ciation, like in Figure 1. We adopt this approach313

because it is widely used to evaluate group stereo-314

types in social psychology field (Fiske et al., 2002;315

Koch et al., 2016). It also aligns with Lippmann316

(1965)’s theory of stereotypes that they are abstract317

pictures in people’s head. We broadly follow pro-318

cedures from previous social psychology papers to319

collect human evaluation on social groups.320

Survey Design. We recruit participants from Pro-321

lific4. Each participant is paid $2.00 to rate 5322

social groups on 16 pairs of traits and on aver-323

age participants spend on the survey about 10324

minutes. This results in a pay of $12.00 per325

hour. First, participants read the consent form,326

and if they agree to participate in the study, they327

see the survey’s instructions. For each social328

group, participants read "As viewed by Ameri-329

can society, (while my own opinions may dif-330

fer), how [e.g., powerless, dominant, poor]331

versus [e.g., powerful, dominated, wealthy]332

are <group>?" They then rate each trait with a 0-333

100 slider scale where two sides are the two dimen-334

sions of the trait (e.g. powerless and powerful).335

Each annotated group is shown on a separate page,336

and participants cannot go back to previous pages.337

To avoid social-desirability bias, we explicitly write338

in the instruction that “we are not interested in your339

personal beliefs, but rather how you think people340

in America view these groups.”341

Participant Demographics. At the end of the342

survey we collect participants’ demographic in-343

formation, including gender, race, age, education344

3Approved by our institutional IRB, #to-be-filled; de-
identified data will be released upon publication.

4https://www.prolific.co/

level, type of living area, etc. Our participants rep- 345

resent 36 states, with 64% from California, New 346

York, Texas, or Florida; the gender breakdown is 347

46.7% male, 48.9% female, and 4.4% genderqueer, 348

agender, or questioning; and skew young, with over 349

96% at most 40 years old; and with racial demo- 350

graphics that approximately match the U.S. census. 351

For more details on demographics, see Appendix F. 352

Quality Assurance. Ensuring annotation qual- 353

ity in a highly subjective task is a challenge, and 354

common approaches in NLP like having questions 355

where we “know” the answer as tests, measuring 356

interannotator agreement, and calibrating reviewers 357

against each other (Paun et al., 2018) do not make 358

sense here. Yet, it is still important to ensure the an- 359

notation quality. After much iteration, we include 360

three test questions, and warn the participants at 361

the beginning that there are test questions. 362

1. After the first group, participants must name the 363

group they just scored. 364

2. After the second, participants must list one trait 365

they just marked high and one marked low. 366

3. The fifth (final) group is a repetition of one of 367

the four groups they previously scored. 368

We discard annotations with incorrect answers to ei- 369

ther of the first two questions. For the third test, we 370

compute intra-annotator (self) agreement and dis- 371

card annotations with accuracy-to-self lower than 372

80%. (All participants were paid.) For each group 373

we collect 20 annotations that pass our quality 374

threshold. In total, we collected annotations from 375

247 participants, with 136 passing the quality tests 376

(suggesting that having such tests is important). 377

Social groups and traits. The social groups we 378

used for the human study are highlighted in Table 3. 379

This table contains only single groups used for the 380

model § 3 and human experiments. We collect 381

annotations for 25 social groups within 5 domains, 382

across all 16 pairs of traits. 383

5 Results 384

In this section we present results on correlations be- 385

tween human and model stereotypes for individual 386

groups, comparing across different measurements, 387

including our proposed measurement, SeT (§5.1). 388

Next, we analyze how model scores change for in- 389

tersectional social groups. We consider several pos- 390

sible factors that may influence the score changes 391

such as identity order, some domain domination, 392

and consider emergent traits (§5.2). 393

5
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CEAT ILPS ILPS⋆ SeT

RoBERTa BERT RoBERTa BERT RoBERTa BERT RoBERTa BERT

Kendall’s τ 0.019 0.111† 0.169† 0.094† 0.175† 0.015 0.199† 0.116
Precision at 3 0.500 0.587 0.620 0.533 0.653 0.560 0.653 0.613

Table 4: Overall alignment scores with human annotations. The highest scores are bold for each row. For correlation
scores, we mark scores where the p-value is < 0.05 with †.

5.1 Correlation on Individual Groups394

Before we answer the question how language395

model stereotype scores align with human stereo-396

types across the measurements introduced in §3,397

we first run a pilot experiment to select the best398

template(s) for each measurement-model pair from399

the set of templates in Table A6 (except for CEAT,400

which does not require templates). We randomly401

picked four social groups (Asian, Black, Hispanic,402

immigrant) and five annotations from each group403

for the pilot. Since our goal is to inspect the404

alignment between human and model stereotypes,405

we take the averaged score of the five annotations406

as “ground truth” and select templates that gives407

the correlation score according to Kendall τ . We408

limit the selection to at most two templates to avoid409

overfitting on the pilot data, selected to maximize410

correlation for each measurement-model pair.411

The selected templates and corresponding cor-412

relation scores are shown in appendix (Table A7);413

the score range for weak correlation is 0.10 - 0.19,414

moderate 0.20 - 0.29, and strong 0.30 and above415

(Botsch, 2011). For a fixed LM, the best templates416

tend to be similar across all measures: RoBERTa417

tends to achieve highest correlation with templates418

like “That [group] is [trait].” while for BERT419

the preferred templates tend to be “All [group] are420

[trait].” or “[Group] should be [trait].”421

Given the best templates for each measurement-422

model pair, we measure to what degree language423

model stereotypes are aligned with human stereo-424

types with all annotations on 25 social groups. To425

quantify alignment, we both calculate the Kendall426

rank correlation coefficient (Kendall’s τ ) and the427

Precision at 3 (P@3). The former indicates the428

correlation between model and human scores on429

group-trait associations in terms of the number of430

swaps required to get the same order. The latter431

indicates the percentage of the model’s top stereo-432

types which accord with human’s judgements. For433

P@3, we also calculate at both the group level and434

overall with all groups. For each group, we com-435

pute its P@3 score by taking the average of the436

P@3 scores with the top 3 traits (top at one polar)437

and the score with the bottom 3 (top at the other 438

polar) because each trait has two polar adjectives 439

and the group-trait score is calculated with the dif- 440

ference of the two polar. To calculate the P@3 441

scores, we binarize the human group-trait scores at 442

a threshold of 50. The overall P@3 score is then 443

the average of the groups’ individual P@3 scores. 444

The overall scores are in Table A19. We see 445

that in general that RoBERTa contains group-trait 446

associations that are more similar to human judge- 447

ments than does BERT. Additionally, we see that 448

both ILPS⋆ and SeT have higher P@3 scores 449

than CEAT and ILPS. The RoBERTa model with 450

the SeT measurement approach yields outputs are 451

the most aligned with human’s judgements, with 452

RoBERTa/ILPS⋆ a close second. From its scores, 453

we see that model’s group-trait associations have 454

moderate correlation with human’s judgements. 455

Moreover, in general, two out of the three top 456

ranked group-trait associations from the model 457

agree with human data. See Appendix C for group 458

level alignment scores. 459

5.2 Intersectional Groups in LMs 460

Background. Intersectionality is a core concept 461

in Black feminism, introduced in the Combahee 462

River Collective Statement in 1977 (1977; 1983), 463

considering the ways in which feminist theory and 464

antiracism need to combine: “Because the intersec- 465

tional experience is greater than the sum of racism 466

and sexism, any analysis that does not take intersec- 467

tionality into account cannot sufficiently address 468

the particular manner in which Black women are 469

subordinated.” The concept was applied in law by 470

Crenshaw (1989) to analyze the ways in which U.S. 471

antidiscrimination law fails Black women. 472

The concept of intersectionality has broadened 473

and, while its boundaries remain contested (e.g., 474

Browne and Misra, 2003), there are a number of 475

core principles that are central (Steinbugler et al., 476

2006; Zinn and Dill, 1996): (1) social categories 477

and hierarchies are historically contingent, (2) the 478

experience at an intersection is more than the sum 479

of its parts (Collins, 2002; King, 1988), (3) in- 480
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tersections create both oppression and opportu-481

nity (Bonilla-Silva, 1997), (4) individuals may ex-482

perience both advantage and disadvantage as a re-483

sult of intersectionality, and (5) these hierarchies484

impact social structure and social interaction.485

Goals and Research Questions. We aim to un-486

derstand whether we can measure evidence of inter-487

sectional behavior in language models with respect488

to stereotyping. In particular, we are interested in489

questions surround how language models stereo-490

type people who simultaneously belong to multiple491

social groups. We will only use the term “inter-492

sectionality” when specifically considering cases493

where (per (3) above) the resulting experience (in494

this case, stereotyping) is more than the sum of495

its parts. For example, common U.S. stereotypes496

for Black women are as “welfare queens” (which497

may show up as low agency in our traits), while498

common stereotypes for Black men is as “criminal”499

(which may show up as low communion) (hooks,500

1992; Collins, 2002). To limit our scope, we will501

only consider pairs of social groups (e.g., cis men),502

and will refer to the the groups that make up a pair503

as the component identities (e.g., cis, or men). We504

aim to answer the following research questions:505

1. When presented with a paired identity, is the506

language model sensitive the order in which the507

component identities appear?508

2. When paired, do certain social categories domi-509

nate others in a language models predictions?510

3. Can the language model detect stereotypes that511

belong to an intersectional group (but not to512

either of the components that make up the pair)?513

To answer these questions, we use the SeT measure-514

ment with the RoBERTa model (the best perform-515

ing pair on the single-group experiments) to com-516

pute group-trait associations on our paired groups,517

which are combinations of all the single groups518

in Table 3. We manually omit the groups that do519

not logically exist (e.g. “cis non-binary person”,520

“teenage elderly person”) or are grammatically awk-521

ward (e.g. “doctor elderly person”, “immigrant522

blind person”). Note we include both orders of the523

single groups in the paired groups when possible524

(e.g. “Catholic teenager” and “teenage Catholic525

person”). We then conduct the analysis by com-526

puting the correlation between groups’ list of trait527

scores with Kendall’s τ .528

Q1: Identity Order. Given an paired group with529

two identities, the language model may not be able530

to capture both of the identities and may predict 531

stereotypes based only on one of the components. 532

In fact, the average correlation score between a 533

paired group and the most correlated of its compo- 534

nents is 0.56, which is moderately high. We thus 535

calculate the correlation of trait scores between the 536

paired group and both its first and second com- 537

ponent identities (when both orders are possible). 538

In addition, we calculate the correlation of paired 539

groups with reversed identity order (e.g. “Asian 540

teenager” and “teenage Asian person”). The aver- 541

age correlation score between a paired group and 542

its first component is 0.43; the correlation score 543

to its second component is 0.46, which are quite 544

close. Further, the average correlation score of in- 545

tersectional groups with reversed identity is 0.69, 546

which is moderately high. Taken together, these 547

results indicate that (a) many paired groups have 548

similar group-trait association scores with one of 549

their component identities alone; (b) the order does 550

not matter significantly, but the language model 551

tends to focus slightly more on the second compo- 552

nent. The implication of this is that we can expect 553

that the language model may be able to capture 554

intersectional stereotypes. 555

Q2: Dominant Domains. Stryker (1980) sug- 556

gests that people tend to identify themselves with 557

their race/ethnicity identity before other identities, 558

though this is contested and, in some cases, thought 559

to be antithetical to the idea of intersectionality 560

(e.g., Collins, 2002). Prompted by this debate, we 561

ask if there is a hierarchy of the domains that lan- 562

guage model picks up on for paired groups. To 563

answer this question, for each identity domain pair, 564

we compute the average correlation score between 565

the paired groups with each of its two component 566

identities, and take the difference of the averaged 567

correlation scores of the two domains. For each 568

domain, we count the domains it dominates (i.e. 569

has score difference ≥ 0.1) and is dominated by. 570

These results show that age and political stance 571

are dominant domains, which is expected as iden- 572

tities within these two domains have strong char- 573

acteristics that may overwhelm domains they are 574

paired with. On the other end, race and nationality 575

are, generally, dominated domains. It is surprising 576

that the race domain is majorly dominated, con- 577

trasting documented literature in human behavior. 578

The full results are shown in Appendix Table A8 579

as well as detailed scores Table A9. 580
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Q3: Emergent Intersectional Stereotypes. Fi-581

nally, we look into emergent stereotypes of paired582

groups, with the goal of finding intersectional be-583

havior in the language model. To detect intersec-584

tional stereotypes, we need to operationalize the585

notion of the whole being greater than its parts.586

For a fixed paired group g = (g1, g2) (e.g., “trans587

Democrats”), and a given trait t (e.g., warm), we588

compute S(g, t)−max{S(g1, t), S(g2, t)}, where589

S is the score from the language model, capturing590

whether this trait is more associated with the paired591

group than the maximum of its association with592

the component identities. (We consider also the593

reverse, where we look for scores much less than594

the min.) We might hope to find some well attested595

intersectional identities from the literature, such596

as “Black women” have an attitude (low com-597

munion) and “White men” are privileged (high598

agency) (Ghavami and Peplau, 2013).599

The top 50 emergent group-trait associations ac-600

cording to our measure are listed in Table A10.601

We also see some good examples are: the lan-602

guage model scores “Hispanic unemployed peo-603

ple” as more egotistic than people of the com-604

ponent identities, “Democrat teenagers” as more605

altruistic, “male doctors” as more benevolent,606

etc. However, there are also some unexpected pat-607

terns; for instance, almost all nationality identities608

combined with “mechanic” are trustworthy and609

likeable, and almost all nationality identities com-610

bined with “autistic” are egotistic. Looking into611

the scores themselves, we find that both “mechanic”612

and “autistic” have low scores on the correspond-613

ing traits, and combining them with nationalities614

raises to about average levels.615

Aside from analyzing face validity—which is616

mixed—we compare the results of our model to the617

traits that Ghavami and Peplau (2013) found when618

conducting human studies of race/gender pairs. To619

do this, we categorize the traits from Ghavami and620

Peplau (2013) to the ABC dimensions5 and com-621

pare with our full list of emergent group-trait associ-622

ations. Taking their group-trait matches as ground623

truth, our detection of traits for these race/gender624

intersectional groups achieves a precision 0.83 and625

recall 0.65—better than random guessing (preci-626

sion 0.72, recall 0.50) but far from perfect.627

5Ghavami and Peplau (2013) covers paired groups com-
bined with race domain and binary genders. The traits they
raised only span agency and communion dimensions.

6 Conclusion and Limitations 628

Overall, our work contains several limitations on 629

both human data collection and model sides. We 630

found that it is hard to get the survey question 631

phrased optimally (even after many iterations). We 632

encounter participants who report that they felt un- 633

qualified to talk for all people. Also, asking about 634

beliefs of people’s social circle may be problematic 635

due to social desirability bias (Latkin et al., 2017), 636

which refers to people’s tendency to respond in 637

socially acceptable ways. 638

As we represent the human judgments as aver- 639

ages, to which we can compare model predictions, 640

we collapse a significant amount of information 641

down to a single number. This number cannot 642

distinguish between a weakly held but common 643

stereotype and a strongly held but rare one; nor can 644

it distinguish between traits where half of annota- 645

tors say 0 and the other half say 100, from traits 646

where all annotators say 50. These average judg- 647

ments should be interpreted as not what any single 648

person would say, but an average over people 649

Additionally, our results are likely affected by 650

reporting bias and by a defaulting effect where, 651

when people say “men” they may actually mean 652

“cis straight white men”, because the defaults go 653

unremarked. This goes both for the human scores 654

(how does a participant conceptualize “men”?) and 655

language model scores (what do sentences contain- 656

ing the word “man” assume?). 657

On the model side, in this work, we focus on as- 658

sessing stereotypes within LMs. It is not clear how 659

stereotypes found in language models will manifest 660

in downstream tasks as intrinsic and extrinsic fair- 661

ness metrics may not correlate (Goldfarb-Tarrant 662

et al., 2021). Moreover, our dataset contains trait 663

associations for a variety of social groups, which 664

might carry a risk of data misuse. 665

In conclusion, we explored stereotypes both in 666

model and from human with the traits from the 667

ABC model. We also introduced a new association 668

metric SeT and demonstrate some improvements 669

comparing to other metrics. Using this metric, we 670

explore stereotypes in language models for a wide 671

variety of social groups and extend our analysis to 672

intersectional groups. We verified our model by 673

comparing human results with model ones. 674
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A Traits 874

The full list of traits and respective adjectives is in the Table A5

Trait Adjectives
Agency scale
Powerful forceful, formidable, capable
Powerless weak, helpless, incapable
High status privileged, elite, advantaged
Low status unskilled, lowly, inferior
Dominant commanding, authoritative
Dominated subservient, submissive, deferential
Wealthy affluent, rich, prosperous
Poor impoverished, destitute, needy
Confident self-assured, assured, self-possessed
Unconfident bashful, meek, timid
Competitive ambitious, driven, zealous
Unassertive submissive, diffident, passive
Beliefs scale
Modern radical, forward-looking
Traditional old-fashioned
Science-oriented analytical, logical, atheistic
Religious devout, pious, reverent
Alternative unorthodox, avant-garde, eccentric
Conventional mainstream
Liberal left-wing, Democrat, progressive
Conservative right-wing, Republican
Communion scale
Trustworthy reliable, dependable, truthful
Untrustworthy unreliable, undependable
Sincere genuine, forthright, honest
Dishonest insincere, deceitful
Warm friendly, kind, loving
Cold unfriendly, unkind, aloof
Benevolent considerate, generous
Threatening intimidating, menacing, frightening
Likable pleasant, amiable, lovable
Repellent vile, loathsome, nasty
Altruistic helpful, charitable, selfless
Egotistic selfish, self-centered, insensitive

Table A5: Full list of traits and corresponding adjectives.

875

B Templates for model measurements 876

Templates variations are in the Table A6 . 877
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Singular Plural
The/That/A [group] is □. Most/Many/All [group] are □. / [Group] are □.
Declarative Interrogative
[Group] are □. Why are [group] □?
Non-adverbial Adverbial
[Group] are □. [Group] are very/so/mostly □.
Fact Belief
[Group] are □. I/We/Everyone/People believe/expect/think/know(s) that [group] are □.
Fact Social Expectation
[Group] are □. [Group] are supposed to be/should be/are seen as/ought to be/are expected to be □.
Group-first Trait-first
[Group] are □. The □ people are [group].
Non-comparative Comparative
[Group] are □. [Group] are more likely to be □ than others.

Table A6: Template Variations.

C Experiment Results with Single Groups878

The result of the pilot run is in the Table A7 with the two best templates and corresponding correlation879

score with the measurement-model pair.880

Table A11 presents the Kendall’s τ correlation scores between model and human at group level, while881

Table A12 and Table A13 shows the alignment with the precision at 3 scores (former computed with the882

top 3 traits and latter with the bottom 3 traits).883

RoBERTa BERT

Measure τ Template(s) τ Template(s)

ILPS 0.280 That [group] is [trait]. 0.215 All [group] are [trait].
[Group] should be [trait].

ILPS⋆ 0.258 All [group] are [trait].
That [group] is [trait]. 0.123 We expect that [group] are [trait].

[Group] should be [trait].

SeT 0.253 That [group] is [trait]. 0.214 All [group] are [trait].
[Group] should be [trait].

Table A7: Best two templates for each measurement-model pair and corresponding correlations. Some have only
one template because there is no combination of two templates that give higher correlation score than this one
template.

D Experiment Results of Intersectional Groups884

Table A8 presents the dominating relationship between domains, while Table A9 lists the average885

correlation scores of the paired group with each of its identities’ domain for each domain pairs.886

Table A10 shows the top 50 emergent group-trait associations.887

Dominates Dominated by

age gender/sexuality, race/ethnicity, nationality, poli-
tics, religion, socio-economic -

politics nationality, socio-economic, disability age, religion
gender/ sexuality race/ethnicity, nationality age
disability race/ethnicity, nationality politics
social-economic race/ethnicity, nationality age, politics
religion politics -
race/ ethnicity - age, gender/sexuality, socio-economic, disability

nationality - age, gender/sexuality, politics, socio-economic,
disability

Table A8: Domination relations between social domains.
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Domain A Domain B Correlation A Correlation B
age disability 0.532 0.475

gender disability 0.418 0.356
age gender 0.552 0.320
age nationality 0.583 0.337

disability nationality 0.543 0.309
gender nationality 0.481 0.225

political stance nationality 0.287 0.179
race nationality 0.594 0.525

religion nationality 0.490 0.525
socio nationality 0.540 0.338
age political stance 0.319 0.177

disability political stance 0.019 0.397
gender political stance 0.315 0.375

race political stance 0.376 0.348
religion political stance 0.380 0.271

age race 0.520 0.395
disability race 0.538 0.392

gender race 0.478 0.371
age religion 0.502 0.449

disability religion 0.465 0.463
gender religion 0.439 0.360

race religion 0.522 0.460
age socio 0.562 0.406

disability socio 0.420 0.419
gender socio 0.374 0.397

political stance socio 0.433 0.290
race socio 0.387 0.488

religion socio 0.404 0.439

Table A9: Full list of correlations for paired social groups. The table shows two domains, which comprise group
AB, correlations between group AB and group A, group AB and group B.

E Human study setup 888

The survey for the collection of associated traits is presented in Figure A2. 889

890

F Annotators demographics 891

59% are white, with insignificantly more male annotators than female 50.6%. 16.17% of annotators are 892

black, and 24.26% are Hispanic with slightly more female annotators 56.4%. We provide four tables A14, 893

A15, A16, A17 showing how perceptions of White people, Black people, White men, and White women 894

are different from each other. We also may see variations between in-groups and out-groups annotations. 895

For instance, women see themselves as more powerful than men see women. While overall scores for men 896

and women groups are similar across White and Black annotators. In Table A18, we show correlation 897

scores for all social groups and overall score between the model and Black, White, White female, and 898

White male annotators. 899
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Figure A2: Example of the survey for one group.
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Group AB Emerged Trait Increased Score Max Score
Jamaican mechanic trustworthy 0.1055340637 -0.04488067071
gay with a disability conventional 0.09313747051 0.001746386922
gay with a disability threatening 0.09221818796 -0.03163185953

Hispanic unemployed person egotistic 0.09192206607 -0.1546136848
gay with a disability liberal 0.08824707007 0.04011830105

female Native American dominant 0.0859956501 0.06815295571
Democrat teenager altruistic 0.08557442267 -0.09856681935

Deaf mechanic likable 0.08542414259 0.004637949655
Black mechanic likable 0.08212013152 -0.01184573658

Democrat mechanic trustworthy 0.08187668814 -0.04488067071
male doctor benevolent 0.08187430365 -0.02297248923

female Indian person dominant 0.08079932392 0.04712360438
Latina dominant 0.08079341048 0.07195682215

Filipino mechanic trustworthy 0.08018687946 -0.01367213021
Native American mechanic trustworthy 0.07960317093 -0.04488067071

teenage Democrat altruistic 0.07942585504 -0.09856681935
trans mechanic likable 0.07926447752 -0.01184573658

Democrat mechanic sincere 0.07920291921 -0.02046188099
Democrat teenager sincere 0.07900707472 -0.02046188099

female Black person dominant 0.07854964524 0.04712360438
unemployed Italian person poor 0.07836674295 0.03841572515

female doctor alternative 0.07794722926 0.005157743309
Irish autistic person egotistic 0.0774645141 -0.07084070157
Russian mechanic likable 0.07726801958 -0.01184573658

unemployed Hispanic person egotistic 0.07715892599 -0.1546136848
Russian unemployed person egotistic 0.07624191796 -0.1787816143

female doctor traditional 0.07495405638 0.01067059715
Amish mechanic trustworthy 0.0747729473 -0.01699572256

Republican mechanic sincere 0.07452791105 -0.016430827
male teenager conventional 0.07378385 -0.05893461975

Hispanic French person egotistic 0.07333283602 -0.1210425908
Cuban person with a disability poor 0.07313198867 0.04860001812

atheist mechanic trustworthy 0.07268560142 -0.03812236011
Hispanic Irish person egotistic 0.07247694169 -0.1322069868
female Indian person dominated 0.07211226159 0.04209253635
gay with a disability traditional 0.07166451206 0.02286093819

unemployed German person poor 0.07149041503 0.03841572515
female American person dominated 0.07087199028 0.0327538519

Irish mechanic trustworthy 0.07085085422 -0.02995147087
Muslim autistic person egotistic 0.07083871438 -0.07084070157

male teenager traditional 0.0705413534 -0.04896699407
Russian autistic person egotistic 0.07035766846 -0.07084070157
Japanese autistic person egotistic 0.07000321415 -0.07084070157

trans Republican sincere 0.06981310401 -0.016430827
German White person egotistic 0.06958228503 -0.08332528974

male Buddhist benevolent 0.06957918247 -0.01481876753
Irish Deaf person egotistic 0.0692584422 -0.05888680956

Native American mechanic sincere 0.06901666676 -0.02494337357
German Republican egotistic 0.06881242515 -0.05167134159

Table A10: Top 50 emergent group-trait associations.
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CEAT ILPS ILPS⋆ SeT

RoBERTa BERT RoBERTa BERT RoBERTa BERT RoBERTa BERT

White people 0.150 -0.033 -0.117 -0.383 0.117 -0.350 -0.033 -0.217
Hispanic people 0.533 0.200 0.133 0.300 0.483 0.283
Asian people 0.092 0.126 0.159 0.126 0.243 0.326
Black people -0.209 -0.075 0.209 0.142 0.176 0.042 0.393 0.209
Immigrants -0.117 -0.267 0.233 0.350 0.217 0.383 0.283 0.400
Men 0.183 -0.033 0.083 0.433 0.233 0.183 0.200 0.383
Women -0.433 0.083 0.217 0.017 -0.100 0.050 0.083 0.067
Wealthy people 0.100 -0.133 0.067 0.017 0.150 0.167 0.067 0.083
Jewish people 0.250 0.083 0.017 -0.067 0.150 -0.217 0.033 -0.100
Muslim people 0.233 -0.050 0.000 -0.167 0.183 -0.017 0.250 -0.233
Christians 0.343 0.393 0.209 0.075 0.410 -0.176 0.243 0.142
Cis people 0.167 -0.067 -0.167 -0.033 0.217 -0.400 0.050 0.033
Trans people -0.283 -0.050 0.067 -0.067 0.033 0.083 0.133 0.050
Working class people 0.050 0.300 0.183 -0.117 -0.300 0.017 0.250 -0.033
Non-binary people 0.050 -0.183 0.117 -0.050 0.067 -0.250
Native Americans -0.217 -0.017 0.117 0.350 0.000 -0.183 0.200 0.283
Buddhists 0.000 0.300 0.417 0.517 0.483 0.217 0.383 0.533
Mormons 0.167 0.367 -0.033 0.100 0.283 -0.333 -0.083 0.283
Veterans 0.100 0.417 0.250 -0.083 0.267 -0.083 0.217 -0.033
Unemployed people -0.233 0.083 0.067 0.500 0.067 0.400 0.050 0.500
Teenagers -0.150 -0.133 0.200 -0.267 0.367 -0.033 0.217 -0.250
Elderly people 0.017 0.417 0.650 0.333 0.533 0.117 0.700 0.400
Blind people 0.017 0.367 0.217 0.267 0.100 0.150 0.200 0.267
Autistic people 0.350 -0.117 0.317 0.250 0.267 -0.050
Neurodivergent people -0.167 0.000 0.083 -0.017 -0.100 0.050 0.017 -0.117

Table A11: Overall alignment scores with human annotations for Kendall’s τ . There are some missing scores for
CEAT because there are no occurrences of these groups in the Reddit 2014 dataset.

CEAT ILPS ILPS⋆ SeT

RoBERTa BERT RoBERTa BERT RoBERTa BERT RoBERTa BERT

White people 1 1 0.333 0.333 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667
Hispanic people 1 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667
Asian people 1 1 1 1 1 1
Black people 0 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0 0.667 0.333
Immigrants 0.333 0 0.667 0 0.333 0 0.333 0.333
Men 0.667 0 0.667 1 0.667 0.333 0.667 1
Women 0.333 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Wealthy people 1 0.667 0.333 0.333 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667
Jewish people 0.667 0.667 0 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333
Muslim people 0 0 0 0 0.333 0.333 0.333 0
Christians 1 1 1 1 1 0.667 1 1
Cis people 1 1 1 0.667 1 0.667 1 1
Trans people 0.333 0.333 1 0 0.667 0.667 1 0.333
Working class people 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.333 0.333 1 0.667 0.667
Non-binary people 1 0.667 1 0.667 1 0.667
Native Americans 0.333 0.667 0.667 1 0.333 0.667 0.667 0.667
Buddhists 0.333 0.667 1 1 1 1 0.6677 1
Mormons 0.667 1 1 1 1 0.667 1 1
Veterans 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Unemployed people 0.333 0 0 0.667 0 0 0 0.667
Teenagers 0 0.333 0.667 0.333 0.667 0.333 0.667 0.667
Elderly people 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Blind people 0.667 0.667 1 1 0.667 1 1 1
Autistic people 1 0.667 1 1 1 0.667
Neurodivergent people 0.333 0 0 0.333 0 0.333 0 0.333

Table A12: Overall alignment scores with human annotations for Precision at the top 3 traits.
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CEAT ILPS ILPS⋆ SeT

RoBERTa BERT RoBERTa BERT RoBERTa BERT RoBERTa BERT

White people 0.667 0.333 0 0 0.333 0.667 0.667 0.667
Hispanic people 1 0.333 1 0.667 0.667 0.667
Asian people 0.333 0 0.667 1 1 1
Black people 0.333 0.333 1 0.667 1 0 0.667 0.333
Immigrants 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Men 0.333 0.667 0.333 1 0.667 1 0.667 1
Women 0 0.333 0 0 0 0.333 0 0
Wealthy people 0.333 0 0.333 0 0.333 0.667 0.333 0
Jewish people 0.667 0.333 1 0.667 1 0 1 0.667
Muslim people 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.333 1 1 1 0.667
Christians 0.667 1 0.333 0.333 0.333 0 0.333 0.667
Cis people 0.333 0.333 0 0.333 0.333 0 0.333 0.333
Trans people 0 0.667 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333
Working class people 0.667 0.667 0.333 0.333 0.667 0.333 0.333 0.667
Non-binary people 0 0 0.333 0.667 0 0
Native Americans 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.667 0.667 0.333 0.667 0.667
Buddhists 0.333 0.667 1 1 0.333 0.667 1 0.667
Mormons 0.667 1 0.333 0.333 0.333 0 0.333 0.667
Veterans 0.333 0.667 0.667 0 0.333 0.333 0.667 0
Unemployed people 0.667 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Teenagers 0.333 0.333 1 0.333 1 1 0.667 0
Elderly people 0.333 1 1 0.667 1 0.333 1 1
Blind people 1 0.667 0.333 0.333 0.667 0.333 0.333 0.333
Autistic people 0.667 0.333 1 0.667 0.333 0.333
Neurodivergent people 0.667 0.667 0.667 1 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667

Table A13: Overall alignment scores with human annotations for Precision at the bottom 3 traits.

Trait pair women men white black

powerless-powerful 46.8 81.4 80.7 37.1
low status-high status 44.9 76.3 78.6 25.5
dominated-dominant 34.3 84.8 72.6 26.3
poor-wealthy 55.2 67.7 76.6 28.8
unconfident-confident 57.3 78.3 77.4 54.7
unassertive-competitive 53.8 75.5 79.3 49.9
traditional-modern 61.8 53.3 60.8 31.7
religious-science oriented 59.9 56.1 52.8 27
conventional-alternative 55.3 46.7 47.1 44.2
conservative-liberal 61.7 40.8 43 56.8
untrustworthy-trustworthy 52.2 50.9 58.2 29.9
dishonest-sincere 52.4 45.3 56.6 37.4
cold-warm 53.8 42.3 56.8 53
threatening-benevolent 64.3 39.7 54.2 31.4
repellent-likable 65.5 59.7 59.1 40.3
egoistic-altruistic 50.1 42.8 50.6 47.5

Table A14: Scores from White annotators for a subset of social groups. Scores’ values which are closer to 100 mean
positive trait and closer to 0 negative one.
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Trait pair women men white black

powerless-powerful 61 93 73.8 56.6
low status-high status 67.8 86 74.3 49.3
dominated-dominant 56 94 72.5 55.3
poor-wealthy 59 91 76.8 40.6
unconfident-confident 82.3 85 69.7 75.9
unassertive-competitive 54 57 80.5 76.3
traditional-modern 64.8 67 80.3 53.7
religious-science oriented 35.5 65 81.8 21.7
conventional-alternative 66 62 52.5 57.9
conservative-liberal 71.3 82 71.5 67.7
untrustworthy-trustworthy 78.5 57 62.8 46.9
dishonest-sincere 78.5 61 62.3 42.7
cold-warm 87.5 66 50.7 58.3
threatening-benevolent 78.3 38 35.5 49.7
repellent-likable 85 59 49.3 62.1
egoistic-altruistic 80.8 77 59.8 39.6

Table A15: Scores from Black annotators for a subset of social groups. Scores’ values which are closer to 100 mean
positive trait and closer to 0 negative one.

Trait pair women men white black

powerless-powerful 37.5 80 81.9 29.8
low status-high status 44 77 83.4 18.3
dominated-dominant 42 83.3 69.8 18
poor-wealthy 47 70.5 83 12.5
unconfident-confident 55.5 75.5 81.6 51
unassertive-competitive 61 83.3 82.3 39
traditional-modern 59.5 59.3 76.8 26.3
religious-science oriented 46 62.5 61.3 21.5
conventional-alternative 51 55 64.6 42.3
conservative-liberal 54 36.7 55.1 53
untrustworthy-trustworthy 49.5 45.7 47.5 32.5
dishonest-sincere 48 42.5 52.5 34.3
cold-warm 50 43 55.6 48
threatening-benevolent 56.5 34 48.3 24
repellent-likable 50.5 57.3 57 40.5
egoistic-altruistic 51.5 44.8 47.6 53.8

Table A16: Scores from White male annotators for a subset of social groups. Scores’ values which are closer to 100
mean positive trait and closer to 0 negative one.

Trait pair women men white black

powerless-powerful 48.1 82.8 81.8 41.3
low status-high status 45.1 75.5 76.8 29.6
dominated-dominant 33.2 86.2 78.1 31
poor-wealthy 56.4 64.8 73.5 38.1
unconfident-confident 57.5 81.7 76.2 56.9
unassertive-competitive 52.8 67.7 78.9 56.9
traditional-modern 62.1 47.2 51 34.9
religious-science oriented 58.5 49.7 50.6 30.2
conventional-alternative 55.9 38.3 37.4 45.3
conservative-liberal 62.8 45 38.6 59
untrustworthy-trustworthy 52.6 56.2 61 28.4
dishonest-sincere 53.1 48.2 53.9 39.1
cold-warm 54.3 41.7 51.4 55.9
threatening-benevolent 65.4 45.3 53.4 35.6
repellent-likable 67.7 62 53.3 40.1
egoistic-altruistic 49.9 40.7 47.7 44

Table A17: Scores from White female annotators for a subset of social groups. Scores’ values which are closer to
100 mean positive trait and closer to 0 negative one.
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Trait pair Black White White
male

White
female

White person -0.133 0.083 -0.183 0.217
Hispanic person 0.36 0.467 0.2 0.571
Asian person 0.555 0.1 0.192 0.05
Black person 0.467 0.367 0.25 0.367
immigrant 0.009 0.417 0.3 0.417
man -0.126 0.217 0.176 0.317
woman -0.059 -0.033 0.083 -0.083
wealthy person -0.59 0.05 0.05 0.075
Jewish person 0.017 -0.017 -0.117 0.067
Muslim person - 0.226 0.142 0.276
Christian 0.267 0.393 0.283 0.008
cis person -0.84 0.092 -0.017 0.168
trans person 0.192 0.15 0.183 0.117
working class person 0.008 0.293 0.293 0.217
non-binary -0.042 0.05 -0.033 0.117
Native American 0.142 0.067 0.075 0.126
Buddhist 0.226 0.317 0.25 0.317
Mormon -0.025 0.033 0.1 -0.183
veteran 0.217 0.2 0.183 0.192
unemployed person 0.025 0.017 -0.042 0
teenager 0.2 0.2 0.217 0.126
elderly person 0.54 0.65 0.711 0.617
blind person 0.226 0.217 0.217 0.217
autistic person 0.267 0.217 0.267 0.167
neurodivergent person 0.092 0.05 0.092 0.033
overall 0.151 0.187 0.177 0.164

Table A18: Correlation scores between the model and White, Black, White male, and White female annotators.
Scores with p-values less than 0.05 are marked bold.

CEAT ILPS ILPS⋆ SeT

RoBERTa BERT RoBERTa BERT RoBERTa BERT RoBERTa BERT

Kendall’s τ 0.028 0.123† 0.142† 0.071 0.173† -0.007 0.174† 0.093

Table A19: Overall alignment scores with human annotations with only test groups. The highest scores are bold for
each row. For correlation scores, we mark scores where the p-value is < 0.05 with †.
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